A technique for multiplexed imaging is described. By using mask combinations, this technique requires far fewer encoding masks to generate the same number of masking operations than do more traditional approaches. It is also theoretically capable of higher optical throughput efficiencies. The method is readily adaptable to new image geometries and to applications in multispectral imaging.
Introduction
This paper is the first in a series that will describe a new instrumentation development project at the Naval Postgraduate School. This project has as its goal the realization of a new generation of optically multiplexed sensors for applications to imaging and multispectral imaging problems at very long 1far infrared to millimeter2 wavelengths. At such wavelengths, efficient two-dimensional focal plane array detectors are not available. However, discrete, single-element detector technology 1 for long wavelengths is evolving rapidly. In the instrumentation project described here, a multiplexing approach has been adopted to take maximum advantage of this emerging detector technology.
The benefits of optical multiplexing techniques are now widely acknowledged, particularly in the area of infrared spectroscopy, in which the most ubiquitous multiplexing technique, Fourier transform spectroscopy, has created a revolution. With these techniques it is now possible for one to perform sensitive remote-sensing measurements in fields such as infrared astronomy, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] in which such measurements were previously not feasible. An important characteristic of fully multiplexed optical sensors, be they spectrometers or imagers, is that in appropriate circumstances they can exhibit the Fellgett multiplex advantage. 7, 8 This characteristic can give multiplexed instruments enhanced performance with respect to conventional scanned devices, such as scanning monochromators 1in spectroscopic applications2 or raster-scan forwardlooking infrared devices 1in imaging2.
Usage of the term multiplexing must be clarified here. We are not discussing systems that perform time-slice multiplexing, which involves electronic switching between multiple detectors with only one of the detector's elements on line at any given moment. Such systems are simply electrical analogs of conventional optomechanical scanning devices and do not exhibit the multiplex advantage. Rather we use the term multiplexing in its original 9 sense: a multiplexed device is one that is capable of carrying or detecting several independent signals simultaneously, using only a single signal channel or detector. Such devices can exhibit the multiplex advantage. This advantage generally manifests itself as superior instrumental sensitivity in the presence of intrinsic detector or system noise. It does not apply to instances in which photon shot noise is the dominant detractor from instrumental performance.
Conventional Coded-Aperture Multiplexed Imaging
Although multiplexed imaging devices are not yet commonplace, there have been several types of multiplexed imagers reported in the literature. For purposes of discussion, we refer to those systems as conventional multiplexed imagers. This section outlines the typical means by which such conventional multiplexed systems perform their task, so that the reader can compare those techniques with the approach outlined in Section 4.
A generic example of a conventional coded-aperture multiplexed imager is shown in Fig. 1 . The purpose of such a device is to measure the spatial distribution of either the radiant exitance or photon exitance from a source or target. Usually, a telescope is employed to focus incoming radiation onto an image plane, where a sequence of encoding masks is located. Subsequent optical components collect all of the radiation transmitted by the mask and focus it onto a single detector, as shown. The desired spatial distribution of source exitances is therefore related, by means of standard techniques of radiometry, 10 to the spatial distribution of irradiance in the instrument's image plane. The goal of imaging is to measure that irradiance distribution.
Consider a perfect, lossless optical system of the sort shown in Fig. 1 . Further suppose that the encoding mask has been removed temporarily. Let F be the flux at the detector and E1x, y2 be the irradiance at the image plane, with x and y specifying coordinates within the image. Then with A denoting the entire image area. A geometric pattern for the spatial distribution of the desired image irradiance distribution is chosen. Then entire image area A is subdivided into and completely tiled by a set of N pixel areas, A j , with j 5 0, . . . , N 2 1 and the pixels' geometries governed by the chosen spatial layout. An encoding mask is inserted, as shown in Fig. 1 , and a multiplexing mask function µ1x, y2 is introduced to represent the effects of that mask. Here µ1x, y2 specifies the fraction of the flux at image point x, y that passes through the mask and then reaches the detector. In theory, 0 # µ 1x, y2 # 1, but in practice the usual approach is to choose µ 5 0 or µ 5 1 for each pixel, corresponding to opaque and transparent mask regions, respectively. With such an encoding mask in place, the detected flux will be
The actual process of encoding an image involves the use of a sequence of M different encoding masks, yielding M discrete flux measurements. Each mask has its own unique distribution of µ1x, y2 but conforms to the predefined pattern of pixel geometries. Equation 122 then implies that insertion of the ith mask into the beam will yield detected flux
E1x, y2µ i j 1x, y2dxdy 1i 5 0, . . . , M 2 12.
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For practical reasons of mask fabrication, µ1x, y2 is always chosen to be constant across any given pixel area A j . Therefore, µ is completely described by a set of M 3 N constants, µ i j , where i specifies which mask is being used and j specifies to which pixel A j the given µ i j corresponds. Because µ i j 1x, y2 is constant over A j , Eq. 132 may be rewritten as
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By definition, the mean irradiance E j at the jth pixel is
Therefore, w j , the flux contribution of the jth pixel to the total image flux, is just
Combining Eqs. 142, 152 and 162 gives, for the sequence of detected fluxes,
This is a system of linear equations relating detected fluxes F i and individual image pixel fluxes w j . Expressed in matrix form, with circumflex symbols denoting matrices,
If M 5 N and μ is nonsingular then this system can be solved for w j , from which the image's mean pixel irradiance E j is calculated through the use of Eq. 162, thereby completing the desired imaging operation. For optimal optical throughput and modulation efficiency, μ should be derived from an N 3 N orthogonal matrix with as few null matrix elements as possible. However, opaque mask pixels necessarily correspond to matrix elements µ i j 5 0. Hence conventional multiplexed imaging systems that employ opaque and transparent masks typically require a redundant set of ,2N masks and flux measurements in order to encode an image consisting of N pixels. Consider, for example, the simple case in which the image plane is partitioned into only two pixels. The optimum orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard 1or simply Walsh2 encoding matrix for this configuration is
However, the flux transfer properties of opaquetransparent masks cannot accommodate matrix elements µ i j , 0. We can circumvent this problem by using two complementary sets of opaque-transparent masks, corresponding to
to measure two independent sets of fluxes,
Subsequent subtraction of the second set of measurements from the first gives
Because μ 1 2 μ 2 5 Ŵ 2 , the desired encoding is achieved but with penalties. First, there is the loss of valuable target energy because of flux absorption by opaque mask pixels. Second, the overall number of required masks and flux measurements is doubled.
There are approaches such as the Hadamard transform spectrometer 11 that are not subject to this doubling of the number of masks, however. Sloane et al. pointed out 12 that it should be possible to remove this twofold redundancy by yet another technique. Their idea permits the encoding of an N pixel image with only N masks, provided that the masks are reflecting and transparent rather than opaque and transparent. In their approach, two detectors are employed 1see Fig. 2 in Ref. 122 . One detector responds to the flux transmitted by the mask, whereas the other receives the flux reflected from the same mask. The two detectors' outputs are subtracted electronically by a difference amplifier, resulting in the desired encoding. An additional benefit of this approach is an overall doubling of optical throughput efficiency, because no flux is absorbed by opaque mask pixels. This idea of using reflecting and transparent masks in conjunction with two detectors is fundamental to the new imaging technique outlined in Section 4.
Walsh Sequency Matrices and Their Kronecker Products
The other fundamental concept on which the new scheme is based is that of the Kronecker product of Walsh matrices. 13, 14 The reader is probably acquainted with these matrices, and their associated Walsh functions, in the context of signal and image processing. 15 We have chosen sequency-ordered Walsh matrices as the bases for our multiplexing scheme, both because of their inherent simplicity and because the concept of image spatial sequency corresponds closely with the familiar concept of spatial frequency.
Recall that the number of member functions in a complete Walsh function basis set 13,14 must be a positive integer power of 2. This means that the associated orthogonal Walsh matrix must be of the order 2 n , where n is a positive integer. For instance, the sequency-ordered Walsh matrices of orders 2 and 4 are 
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The Kronecker product 13, 14 of two Walsh matrices, denoted by the symbol^, generates a higher-order orthogonal Walsh matrix from two lower-order matrices. This can be illustrated by example. Consider the operation Ŵ 2^Ŵ 2 . It is performed in two phases. First, one matrix is inserted into the other and a term-by-term multiplication is performed:
4
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Second, the rows of the resulting matrix are sorted into increasing sequency order 1recall that a row's Fig. 2 . Basic optical configuration of a Kronecker product multiplexed imaging system. Not shown are the electrical connections of the two detectors; it is assumed that the output signal from detector 2 is electronically subtracted from that of detector 1. sequency 14 is just the number of sign changes that occur across the row2: where m and n are both positive integers. This property is exploited by our new multiplexed imaging technique to achieve a drastic reduction in the number of required encoding masks, when compared with the conventional methods described in Section 2.
In the new scheme, two sets of masks are used in a simple optical system that optically generates the Kronecker product of the two mask sets and encodes an image with that product.
Multiplexed Imaging by Means of Optically Generated Kronecker Products
To understand how multiplexed imaging by means of optically generated Kronecker products is done, consider the simple instrumental layout shown in Fig. 2 . Both mask 1 and mask 2 are of the reflectingtransparent variety. The telescope forms an image of the target at mask 1. Although the optical axis of the telescope does not coincide with the mask's normal, it is assumed that its depth of focus is sufficient to preclude a seriously misfocused image. Mirror 1 collects all of the flux reflected by mask 1 and refocuses it onto mask 2. Hence both the target and mask 1 are reimaged onto mask 2. Mirror 2 plays a role that is similar to that of mirror 1, except that it refocuses all of the flux transmitted by mask 1 onto mask 2. The reimaging of mask 1 onto mask 2 from both sides effectively produces a pattern of reflectingtransparent moiré fringes that modulate the target image. Detector 1 senses the flux that has either been transmitted by both masks or reflected by both. Detector 2 receives the flux that has been reflected once and transmitted once, with the order of reflection and transmission unimportant. Although not shown explicitly in Fig. 2 , it is assumed that the signal from detector 2 is subtracted electronically from that of detector 1 and that the measurement F is the resulting difference, as in the previously cited scheme of Sloane et al. 12 The straightforward instrumental configuration of Fig. 2 has a remarkable capability. When equipped with complete Walsh basis sets for mask 1 and mask 2, the device encodes an image with a complete Walsh basis set that is the Kronecker product of the two mask bases. The following example will serve to illustrate this behavior.
Consider a very simple case, in which a square image area is parceled into four quadrant pixels, as shown in Fig. 3 . In accordance with Eqs. 172 and 182, we wish to encode the four pixel fluxes w 0 , . . . , w 3 . Figure 4 indicates the two sets of basis masks to be used. The two members of the mask 1 set 3Figs. 41a2 and 41b24 encode horizontal spatial sequency information; they are insensitive to image variations along the vertical axis. The members of the mask 2 set 3Figs. 41c2 and 41d24 encode only vertical spatial sequency information. The following four mask combinations are used: 41a2 and 41c2; then 41a2 and 41d2; then 41b2 and 41d2; then 41b2 and 41c2. Keeping in mind the implicit detector output differencing described above and assuming that the two detector systems have matched detectivities D, the reader can easily verify that these combinations produce the following four multiplexed measurements:
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When expressed in matrix form, this system of equations is just 
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Notice that although the two sets of encoding masks are based on Ŵ 2 , the de facto encoding matrix is Ŵ 4 , which is the Kronecker product of the two Fig. 3 . Simple example of a square image area partitioned into quadrants.
encoding mask basis sets. One mask basis set encodes the image's horizontal spatial sequency information whereas the other mask basis set encodes the image's vertical spatial sequencies. The resulting reflecting-transparent moiré fringes that modulate the image are, in fact, members of a complete, optically generated Kronecker product basis set that tiles the entire two-dimensional image plane, despite the intrinsic one-dimensional spatial form of each mask basis set. This is simply an example of a more general mathematical technique, which is much too protracted to be discussed here. Interested readers are urged to study the excellent references by Harmuth 13 and Beauchamp. 14 Of course, the real utility of this technique manifests itself in more complex situations, in which higher spatial resolution is desired. Consider an instrument that has to encode a 16 3 16 pixel square image containing N 5 256 pixels. A conventional opaque-transparent mask device would require ,2N 5 512 masks to do the job, whereas the new method needs only 2OEN 5 32 to accomplish the same task, with the added benefit of a twofold increase in optical efficiency because no flux is absorbed by opaque mask pixels. The optical Kronecker product table for such a 16 3 16 configuration is shown in Fig.  5 . Each of the mask basis sets consists of 16 reflecting-transparent members, with their spatial sequencies aligned along the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively, as in the simpler example discussed above. Cycling through all possible combinations of the two mask sets produces the required 256 measurements, from which the image's pixel irradiances are recovered by means of ordinary Walsh transformation. 16 This approach represents an enormous reduction in the required number of encoding masks, at the expense of using two sets of masks instead of one.
The 
Summary of the Characteristics of the Kronecker Product Multiplexing Technique
There are many salient features 17 of the Kronecker product multiplexing technique; they are too numerous to be discussed in detail here. They are only summarized in this section. More extensive discussions are deferred to future papers. The principal features of the technique are as follows.
1. The technique is inherently simple and efficient. To encode an image of N pixels, with N 5 2 m 3 2 n , a conventional opaque-transparent mask device would require 2N 5 2 m1n11 mask configurations and yield ,50% optical throughput efficiency. The new approach requires only 2 m 1 2 n masks and can theoretically have efficiencies approaching 100%.
2. The method is very versatile in terms of its spatial resolution capabilities. An instrument configured for high spatial resolution can readily conduct measurements at lower resolution along one or both image spatial axes without requiring a new set of encoding masks. All that is required is the use of mathematically complete basis subsets of the existing Fig. 4 . Two mask basis sets used to encode the image of Fig. 3 . White areas denote transmitting regions; black areas correspond to reflecting regions. Mask set 1 encodes the image's horizontal spatial sequencies, whereas mask set 2 encodes its vertical spatial sequencies. basis mask sets. The only restrictions are those imposed by Eq. 1162 and the sequency theoretical foundations of the technique.
3. The Kronecker product approach is not constrained in any way to simple Cartesian coordinate systems; virtually any other type of geometric layout can be accommodated. For example, Fig. 6 shows a Kronecker product table for a hypothetical application in planetary remote sensing. Another example, such as might be employed in the study of spiral galaxies, is illustrated in Fig. 7 . More elaborate geometries may be found in Ref. 13. 4. The technique is compatible with two-beam active and passive infrared background-suppression methods that have proven to be very successful in Fourier transform spectroscopy. 2 Such an instrumental configuration is sensitive only to the contrast between the target and a reference source. However, like its Fourier transform spectroscopic predecessors, it does require careful matching of detector sensitivities and optical reflectivities for optimum performance.
5. Images recorded by the Kronecker product approach form in real time by means of convergent tiling, rather than by conventional pixel-by-pixel raster scanning. This feature makes the technique a close relative of such topics as wavelet analytical methods. In this context, it may prove to have applications in areas such as image compression, automated pattern recognition, and related fields. 18 6. The method is readily adapted to accomplish multispectral imaging. All that is required is the substitution of conventional dispersive or interferometric spectroscopic systems in lieu of the two detector systems shown in Fig. 2 , with proper attention paid to the spectrometers' fields of view and anastigmatic characteristics.
Prototype instruments to exploit these characteristics of the Kronecker product multiplexed imaging method are currently under development. Further details will be presented in future papers. 
